
the glass 
you take 
with you.
A transportable, wide-mouth glass bottle with  
protective stainless steel cover. Designed with 
maximum durability and an airtight seal, Tkaro  
can accompany you everywhere. Its pureness of 
form and material provides a beautiful, healthy  
and eco-friendly alternative to disposable plastic 
bottles. Tkaro can be reused indefinitely.
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For water and more.
Use Tkaro as the perfect portable vessel for  
water, juice, smoothies, mixed drinks or any other 
cold beverage. Try adding ice cubes, berries or  
citrus slices to Tkaro for ultimate refreshment. 

Clean.
Glass provides a level of cleanliness that is simply 
not achievable in plastics or stainless steel. Much 
like a typical water glass, Tkaro allows its contents 
to be visible, assuring no residue and resulting in a 
continuously clean taste and smell.

Not fragile, just sensitive.
Tkaro is designed to take life’s spills and upsets. 
But like all objects of beauty, it asks to be treated 
with respect. Keep your Tkaro from radical falls 
and it will serve you well for years.

Customize it.
Tkaro can easily be custom engraved with your  
corporate logo, name or insignia. It’s the perfect 
way to align branding initiatives with an award-
winning, contem porary product that promotes  
environmentally-conscious behaviour. Forward-
thinking companies, retailers and organizations 
now offer custom Tkaro glass bottles to their  
clients, customers, employees and VIPs.

FOB Tkaro, Toronto / Hong Kong (shipping to be paid by customer). 
A JPEG or EPS Vector file is required if private branding. A one time 
$55.00 logo set up fee will apply. Engraving may also be added to 
the top of the Tkaro lid. This engraving area is 2” x 2”. Please add 
$2.50 per unit. A deposit of 50% is required for all customized orders. 
Minimum order 24 units. Orders over 48 units may require a 6-8 
week lead time. Terms may be available on subsequent orders. Sam-
ple bottles may be purchased for $17.50 plus shipping. For private 
branding orders, virtual samples (electronic mock-ups) are free of 
charge. Physical pre-production samples are $20.00 plus shipping.

Each year 1% of revenues from 
the sale of Tkaro will be given 
to 1% for the planet to help 
support charity: water a non-
profit organization bringing 
clean and safe drinking water 
to people in developing nations. 

The Tkaro glass bottle was 
awarded the red dot award: 
product design 2010 for high 
design quality. The red dot 
design award is the largest 
and most renowned design 
competition worldwide.
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 •  Silicon leak-proof seal inside cap, ensures a 
water-tight closure.

 •   Reinforced glass base similar to that of a wine 
bottle, reinforcing its structural integrity.

 •  Wide mouth opening to accommodate ice cubes, 
lemon wedges, cucumber, strawberries or  
orange slices.

 •  Ergonomic rim, free of threading, similar to that 
of a water glass from your own kitchen. 

 •  Recyclable Glass.

 •   Threading positioned halfway down the bottle 
seals the vessel closed.

 •   Recyclable, protective stainless steel cover. 
AL 201HP stainless steel alloy is suitable for food 
and beverage storage and is approved by ANSI/
NSF. The protective chromium oxide film enhances 
the resistance to corrosion by foodstuffs and 
cleaning products and prevents contamination.

 •   Electrolytic corrosion ensures engraving will 
not scratch, peel or fade.

 •  Tkaro may be customized with your corporate 
logo, name or insignia, both on the bottle collar 
and/or on its lid.

 •   Dishwasher Safe.

Dimensions: 17 cm x 7.5 cm (diameter) 6.5 in x 3 in
Volume: 2 cups or 500 ml 

Product features.
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The packaging.
To compliment the elegance of the product itself, 
the design and copy of Tkaro’s packaging is kept  
to a minimum. The focus instead is on creating a 
clean, refined package with hints of luxury such  
as embossed logos, the foil stamped message on 
the front and multi-level embossed photographs 
on each side.

A custom die-cut window on the front of the  
packaging reveals the colour of the product, as well 
as any custom engraving that has been specified. 
We refrained from using a larger PVC-covered front 
window as the point of Tkaro is to eliminate the 
unnecessary use of plastics altogether. The printed 
front is instead used to list the products most  
important features and to proclaim exactly what 
the product is: “ the glass you take with you.”

The package is printed on FSC-certified paper. The 
inner tray, in which the product sits, is molded from 
100% post consumer fibres and is 100% compostable.
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